This update to Oxford Quick Reference is focused on updating and expanding our content across Social Sciences and Art & Architecture. Learn more about Oxford Reference titles and experts in these subjects by following the links above.

**Updates to English dictionaries and quotations**

Updates have been made to the Oxford Dictionary of English and the New Oxford American Dictionary, and new Social Sciences and Art & Architecture quotations added to Oxford Essential Quotations – a sample of new quotations is shown below!

- **“Of my two ‘handicaps’, being female put many more obstacles in my path than being black**. Unbought and Unbossed (1970)
  Shirle Chisholm
  1924–2005 American politician and social activist

- **“If we are to reach real peace in this world, and if we are to carry on a real war against war, we shall have to begin with the children.”** Young India (1921)
  Mahatma Gandhi
  1869–1948 Indian statesman

- **“In art one is either a plagiarist or a revolutionary.”** attributed; James Huneker
  The Pathos of Distance (1913)
  Paul Gauguin
  1848–1903 French painter

**Visit** [www.oxfordreference.com](http://www.oxfordreference.com) **to explore the complete catalogue of titles, across 20+ subject areas**

**INSTITUTIONS**

Contact your sales representative for more information on subscribing to The Oxford Reference Premium Bundle Package. Or learn more about Reference Library Title-by-Title Perpetual Access options.

**INDIVIDUALS**

Email us at oxfordonline@oup.com (US) or onlineproducts@oup.com (UK and Rest of World) to learn how you can subscribe to 135+ titles in the Quick Reference collection.